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1. INTRODUCTION 
The translation planes of order pr in this paper will be thought of in the 
following way. Let ti be a vector space of dimension 2r over F = GF(p). 
A spread is a class of r-dimensional subspaces V1 , Va ,..., Tl’,,+r such that each 
nonzero vector belongs to exactly one of the I’, . The Vi are called the com- 
ponents of the spread. 
The points of the translation plane are the elements of V and the lines are 
the translates of the components of the spread. It follows that every collineation 
fixing the zero vector is a nonsingular linear transformation of v which 
preserves the spread in the sense that the image of each component is a 
component. See Andre [I]. 
I&MARK. Andre uses the term “congruence” rather than “spread”. 
If one looks at the translation plane as a vector space over the kernel (ker) 
instead of over its prime subfield, then the collineations may involve semi- 
linear transformations. 
Note that v is the direct sum of any two of the components of the spread. 
Hence, we may take v = V @ V, where V is an r-dimensional vector space 
over F. Thus each point of r is an ordered pair (x, y) of elements of V. 
As a matter of convenience, we will use the common practice of writing 
expressions like y = f(x) as an abbreviation for what would more properly 
be written {(x, y)l y = f(s)}. 
The representation of the translation plane can be done in such a way that 
three of the components are given by x = 0, y = 0, and y = x. In general, 
components other than x = 0 and y = 0 are in the form y = XT where T is 
a nonsingular linear transformation on V. The fact that two distinct compo- 
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nents have only the zero vector in common implies that if y : xT, and 
y -= XT, are components, then TIT,’ fixes no nonzero vectors. 
This paper is an investigation of the interplay between the linear 
transformations on V which represent the components and the linear trans- 
formation on V @ V which represent collineations. The theory of linear 
transformations has by no means been fully exploited in the study of the 
collineations of translation planes. 
The general idea in this paper is that if we are given some information 
about a linear transformation acting as a collineation and some information 
about the way it acts we can then deduce further information about the 
transformation, the way it acts on the plane, and about the nature of the 
plane. 
We find the rational canonical form for a matrix representing the linear 
transformation to be especially helpful. The reader who wishes to refresh 
himself on this notion may consult Herstein [5] pp. 262-270. 
Our results are part of our general program ([7], [8], [9]) of comparing 
non-Desarguesian translation planes with Desarguesian ones defined on the 
same points. Our conclusions about the nature of the given plane generally 
take the form that it contains a net which can be embedded in a Desarguesian 
plane. (Corollary to Theorem 1, Theorem 2, Theorem 3). 
We also conclude (Theorem 4) that for characteristic >3, the group 
generated by two nontrivial elations with different components as axes is 
isomorphic to S’L(2, pa) for some s. 
The symbol “p” always refers to a prime. The symbol ] T ] denotes the 
order of the transformation T. 
We use some terms, such as “homology” and “elation” that, properly 
speaking, refer to collineations in projective planes. Our translation planes are 
a&e planes and we can convert them to projective planes by adjoining a 
“point at infinity” for each parallel class. For the elations and homologies 
that we use either the line at infinity is the axis or some point at infinity is the 
center. Definitions not given explicitly can be found in the books of 
Dembowski [2] or Pickert [lo]. 
2. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS AND FIELDS 
LEMMA 1. Let V be a vector space of dime&m s ower the jnite field F and 
let T be a nonsingular linear transformation on V such that the characteri& 
polynomial is irreducible over F. L-et the characteristic p~lynamial be f (x) and let 
K be the algebraic extension of F defined by f(x), i.e., let K = F[t] where 
f(t) = 0 in K. Then the elements of V can be represented Sy the elements of K 
with basis elements 1, t,..., t8-l so that T is represented by the mapping x -+ xt. 
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Proof. Note that f (x) is of degree s. Iff(x) = x8 - y8-rx+r - a.. - y0 , 
(Ys-1 S.‘.> Yo EF) then K is an s-dimensional vector space over F with basis 
elements 1, t,..., we also havef8g. 2l-y: ; 3 T-P + a** + ~0. 
* s 1 8 1 *** + y,,I, (1 is the identity matrix). If 
i? is a nonzero vector in V, then 8, GT,..., CT*-l are linearly independent and 
can be chosen as basis elements for V. If we now let qTi correspond to ti, 
i = 0, I,..., s - 1, we have an isomorphism between V and the additive 
group of K. This isomorphism extends to the linear transformations x -+ xt 
in K and v -+ VT in V. All this merely amounts to representing T by what 
Herstein ([5], p. 264) calls the companion matrix for f (x) and is equivalent 
to his Theorem 6.Q for the case that the minimal polynomial is irreducible 
of deg s. The key point is that the companion matrix is precisely the matrix 
representing the linear transformation x + xt over the basis 1, I,..., P-‘. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a vector space of dimension r over the jnite field F of 
order q and let T be a nonsingt&r linear transformation on V such that the 
minimal polynomial is irreducible of degree s < r over F. Let K and t be defined 
as in Lemma 1. Then K has an extension K* of order qr such that T can be 
identified with the mapping x -+ xt in K*, where the additive group in K* is 
identified with V. Furthermore, 1 T 1 divides qS - 1. 
Proof. If the minimal polynomial f ( ) x is irreducible of degree s, then V is 
the direct sum of s-dimensional subspaces and T can be represented by a 
matrix consisting of zeroes except for s by s submatrices running down the 
diagonal. These submatrices are identical and havef(x) for their characteristic 
polynomial. 
The restriction of T to one of these invariant subspaces satisfies Lemma 1. 
Note that s must divide r so that the field K of Lemma 1 has an extension K* 
of dimension r overF. For each a # 0 in K* the set of elements a, at,..., a@ 
forms the basis for a vector space of dimension s over F and is invariant under 
the linear transformation x + xt (x E K*). It is fairly immediate that a basis 
for the additive group in K* can be chosen so that the transformation x -+xt 
can be represented by the same matrix which represents T. The order of T is 
the same as the multiplicative order of t and hence, must divide q8 - I. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a vector space of dimension r over the finite field F 
of order q. Let T be a nonsingular linear transfmmatim on V such that (a) ] T 1 
divides qr - 1 (b) ) T 1 does not divide l.c.m.s<r,81r (qr - 1). Then the elements 
of V can be identified with the elements of a field K which is an r-dimensional 
extension of F in such a way that T is represented b the mapping x + xt, where 
t is an element of K which satisfies the minimal polynomial for T. 
Proof. Let f(x) be the minimal polynomial. Since Tq’--l = 1, f(x) must 
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divide XQ’-~ - 1. Since XQ’-i -- I has no repeated factors, the factorization of 
f(x) into irreducible polynomials has no repeated factors. 
Iff(x) = fi(x) ***f&) is the factorization off(x) into (distinct) irreducible 
factors, then T can be represented by a matrix with submatrices R, , R, ,..., R, 
running down the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. For t = I,..., K, the matrix 
Ri has fi(x) as its characteristic polynomial. Since fi(x) is irreducible, ii(x) is 
also the minimal polynomial for Ri . 
Iffi(x) is of deg si , then, by Lemma 2, the order of Iii divides q8* - 1. The 
order of T is equal to 1.c.m. 1 Ri I, i = l,..., k, so that the order of 1 Ri ) divides 
1 T 1 which in turn divides qr - 1. Hence, 1 Ri I divides g.c.d. (4” - 1, 
q’ - 1) = qs - 1 for some s which divides Y. If s = I (for some choice 
of j) then Ri is an I by Y matrix, fi(x) =f(x) so that f(s) is irreducible 
of degree Y. In this case, Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1. 
Otherwise 1 Ri I divides qS - 1 for some s < I, s I Y. Again, the fact that 
the order of T is equal to 1.c.m. I Ri 1, i = I,..., k implies that the order of T 
divides 1.c.m .l<r.llr (q8 - 1). This is a contradiction to the hypotheses. 
Hence, the Theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Let v be a translation plane of order pr, and let u be a collineation 
which jixes at least three components of r. Suppose that 1 u I divides p’ - 1 but 
that 1 (I 1 does not diwide l.c.m.,,,,,lr (p* - 1). Then there is a Desarguesian 
plane 73 such that the components of 75 n T consist precisely of those lines of x 
which are fixed by a. 
Proof. Here we are thinking of x as being represented as in the Introduc- 
tion. Looking at the restriction of u to one of the fixed lines through the 
origin, we can apply Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 to introduce a field K of order 
p’ so that a is represented by a mapping x -+ xt in K. 
If x = 0, y = 0, and y = x are three components fixed by u then u can be 
represented by the mapping (x, y) + (xt, yt). 
Let 73 be the Desarguesian plane coordinatized by K. Then each line 
through the origin in 77 is fixed by u. 
Note that u fixes no af%ne point other than (0,O) and that the points of + are 
identical with the points of rr. If u fixes any line of rr which does not go 
through 0, then u will fix some point #O on one of the fixed components of 
m, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that a fixes some line 1 of 7r which is not a line of fi but does go 
through 0. Since 1 is an r-dimensional vector space over F, if 1 is not a com- 
ponent of t?, then I must intersect some component of 77 in a subspace of 
dimension d < Y. This subspace is the intersection of two fixed subspaces and 
hence, is fixed. Since u is acting regularly, it follows that 1 u I must divide 
p* - 1. But I u I divides p’ - 1 and hence, I u 1 divides g.c.d. (p” - 1, 
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pr-l)=p”-1 forsomessuchthatsIr.Sinced<r,s<r.Thisisa 
contradiction. Hence, every fixed line of ?r must be a component of 7T. Clearly, 
every component of + that is a line of 7r is fixed. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be a vector space of dimension roverGF(q)and&t Tbea 
linear trunsformatbn which operates regulars (i.e., all orbits except the one 
consisting solely of the zero vector are of the same length). Then ( T 1 divsdes 
pr - 1 and either the characteristic polynomial is irreduci%k so that Lemma 1 
appliesorITIdividesp*-lforsotnes<r,s)r. 
Proof. If the characteristic polynomial is reducible and has an irreducible 
factor of degree d < r, then T leaves invariant some subspace of dimension d. 
Regularity then implies that 1 T 1 divides pd - 1. But regularity also implies 
that ) T 1 divides pr - 1. Hence 1 T I divides g.c.d. (pd - 1, p’ - 1). But 
g.c.d. (pd - 1, p’ - 1) = p-’ - 1 where s = g.c.d. (d, r). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that there is a translation plane rr such that y = XT’ is 
a component of rr for each integer i. Then T is regular. 
Proof. The fact that y = x and y = XT’ are components of n implies that 
they have only the zero vector in common. Hence there are no nonxero 
solutions to x = XT’ unless Ti is the identity. This implies that T is regular. 
THEOREM 2. Let 7~ be a transhztsim plane of order pr and let u be a homo&y 
of n with some point at infinity as center and some component as axis. Then 1 u ( 
dividespa - 1 for some s such that s I r. If I u / does not divide p* - 1 for any 
s < r, s 1 I, then the two components of 71 which are fixed by u together with the 
set of components constituting a single orbit under u are components of a net 
which can be embed&d in a Desarguesian plane. 
Proof. We may, without loss of generality, choose our representation so 
that the point at infinity for x = 0 is the center, and y = 0 is the axis, of the 
homology a. An arbitrary component different from these two may be chosen 
to be y = x. Let T be the linear transformation such that (I carries y = x 
into y = XT. 
Thus the orbit of y = x consists of the various sets {(x, y)] y = xT*} where 
i ranges over the distinct powers of T and the order of T is equal to the order 
of u. By Lemma 4, T is regular. 
The rest of Theorem 2 then follows from Lemmas 3 and 1. 
In the rest of this Section, we are concerned with the situation where a 
translation plane admits a collineation which may be represented in the form 
(x,Y) --c (xT,yT-‘1 f or some linear transformation T. 
First, we shall show one situation where such collineations arise. We shall 
introduce a second one in Section 3. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let n be a translation plane with four of its components 
represented in the forms x = 0, y = 0, y = x and y = XT. Suppose that r 
admits involutions q and u2 such that (1) Both uI and u2 interchange x = 0 and 
y = 0, (2) uI @es y = x pointwise while oe jixes y = XT pointwise. Then the 
collineation uIu2 is the mapping (x, y) + (XT, yT-l). 
Proof. A collineation interchanging x = 0 and y = 0 can be represented 
in the form (x, y) --f (yB, xA), where A and B are linear transformations. 
If the collineation is an involution, we must have B = A-i. The involution 
will fix all points on y = xM if and only if A = M. 
Hence, ui is the mapping (x, y) + (y, x), and us is the mapping (x, y) + 
(yT-l, XT). Proposition 1 is a direct consequence. 
THEOREM 3. Let w be a translation plane of order p’ with four of its com- 
ponents represented in the forms x = 0, y = 0, y = x and y = XT respectively. 
Suppose that the mapping (x, y) --+ (XT, yT-l) is a collineation of n. Then 
(1) For each integer i, y = xp is a component of 7r. 
(2) T is regular. 
(3) ITIdividesp’-I. 
(4) If ( T 1 does not dividep* - 1 for any s < r, then there is a Desarguesian 
plane 75 defined on the points of n such that x = 0, y = 0, y = x, y = XT, 
y = XT* ,..., y = XT’ ,... are components of 77. 
Proof, Let u be the inverse of the given collineation so that u is the 
mapping (x, y) -+ (XT-‘, yT). Then u and its powers carry y = x into 
y=xT* ,y = xT4 ,..., y = XT*’ ,... and carry y = xT into y = xTa, y = XT=,..., 
y = xT*i+l,... . Since u is a collineation, each of these is a line. This implies (1). 
Parts (2), (3) and (4) of Theorem 3 then follow from Lemmas 1 and 3. 
3. GROUPS GRNRRATED BY ELATIONS 
In this Section, r is a translation plane of order p’ such that two distinct 
components are axes of nontrivial elations. We will assume that p is not equal 
to 2 or 3, although parts of our argument still apply to these cases. 
Initially, we shall look 7r in terms of a coordinate system. We can choose the 
coordinate system so that y = 0 is the axis of an elation p1 carrying x = 0 
into y = x and x = 0 is the axis of an elation pz carrying y = 0 into y = xa 
for some a. 
It is fairly standard that p2 can be represented by the mapping (x, y) -+ 
(x, xa + y). Note that if rr is a non-Desarguesian translation plane, the center 
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of every elation must be a point on I,; the center of pa is the point (co) and the 
center of pr is the point (0). 
In the case of pr , each line y = constant is fixed and each point (c, 0) is 
fixed. Since (co),+ = (1), the line x = c is carried into the line of slope 1 
through (c, 0). That is, (.z = c) + y = x - c. Since each line y = b is fixed 
the image of (c, b) is y = b n y = x - c. Hence, (c, b) -P (c + 6, b) or, in 
general, pr is represented by the mapping (x, y) --f (X + y, y). 
Let G be the group generated by the mappings (x, y) -+ (X + y, y) and 
(x, y) -+ (x, .W + y). Collineations of m which fix the origin are linear 
transformations represented by two by two matrices whose elements are Y 
by Y matrices with elements in F. In particular pr and pa are represented by 
(i y)(i f), respectively, where I is the Y by Y identity matrix and A is the 
matrix corresponding to the transformation x -+ xa. 
Now let K be the extension of F obtained by adjoining a root of the minimal 
polynomial for A and let W be the vector space consisting of ordered r-tuples 
in K. Then VC W and V @ V C W @ W (but I/ is not a vector subspace 
of W). 
Then the matrices representing pr and pa act as linear transformations on 
W @ W so that G can be thought of as a group of linear transformations 
acting on W @ W. Furthermore, A represents a linear transformation on W. 
LEMMA 5. If p > 3, then W @ W contains a vector subspace U of dimension 
two (over K) invariant under G such that the restriction of G to U is isomorphic 
to SL(2, p*), where p* is the or& of K. 
Proof. In the group of non-singular linear transformations on W, A is 
conjugate to some matrix Asuch that the first row of A is of the form (c, 0 a.. 0) 
where a is an element of K which is an eigenvalue of A. If A = B-1AB and 
fl = (t j) then G is conjugate, with respect to fi to a group G generated by 
the matrices (i f) and (: f). 
If U, is the subspace of W generated by the vector (1,O e-s 0), then 
U, @ Ul is a two dimensional vector subspace of W @ W which is left 
invariant by G. Furthermore, the restriction of G to U, @ U, is isomorphic to 
the group generated by the matrices (: t) and (i 3. But this group [3], also see 
([4], p. 44), is isomorphic to SL(2, p”) where p” is the order of K. Hence, if 
U = (Ur @ VI)& U satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5. 
In the following, we wish to determine the action of G on the given transla- 
tion plane n. Note that if y = xB and y = XC represent components of w 
(with x varying over I’) then B and C are nonsingular matrices over F and 
BC-1 fixes no points. It follows that y = xB and y = XC still have only (0,O) 
in common even if x (and y) are now allowed to take on all values in W. 
In effect, we have a net defined on W @ W such that the lines through (0,O) 
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are the extensions of components of =. Similarly, each net embedded in n can 
be extended to a net in W @ W. In each case, the lines are the translates of the 
components of the net [of lines through (0, O)]. 
DEFINITION. Let N denote the net defined on the points of v (elements of 
V G V) such that the components of N are precisely those components of w 
which are axes of elations in G. Let m be the corresponding extension to 
W@ w. 
REMARK. The sets x z= 0, y = 0, y = x and y = .x-A are components of 
N or m, depending on whether we take x and y to be elements of V or of W. 
This also holds for the image of each of these under any element of G. 
Since U is two-dimensional over K, we may think of Cr as being a 
Desarguesian affine plane over K whose components are the one-dimensional 
subspaces. 
LEMMA 6. The components of U are precisely the intersections of U with 
the components of m. We huve a l-l correspondence between the components of 
N and the components of U which is preserved by all elements of G. 
Proof. First of all, note that the only points of W @ W which are fixed by 
the generating elements (x, y) -+ (X A y, y) and (x, y) + (x, xA + y) of G 
are those on y = 0 and x = 0, respectively. Both of these induce elations 
(with affine axes) on U. Clearly, x = 0 n U and y = 0 n U are components 
of cr. 
Furthermore, any element of G which acts as a nontrivial elation (with 
affine axis) of n fixes exactly one component of N and permutes the others in 
cycles of length p. This implies that the axes of such elations are all in the 
same orbit under G. This in turn implies that each of these. elations is conjugate 
to one with axis x = 0. 
An elation of r with axis x = 0 can always be represented in the form 
(x, y) -+ (x, xB + y), where y = xB is some component of 7r, so that B is a 
nonsingular matrix. Acting on W @ W, this fixes precisely the points on x = 0 
and acts on U as an elation with axis x = 0 n U. 
Hence, if we take a component of N (the axis of an elation in G), the inter- 
section of the corresponding component of &’ with U is the axis of an elation 
on U and is a component of U. 
On the other hand, G acts transitively on the components of U, since the 
induced group is isomorphic to SL(2, pa). Hence, each component of U is the 
intersection of U with a component of N. 
If y = XB and y = SC (x, y E V) are components of N, then we have 
pointed out that y = xB and y = XC with (x, y E W) still have only (0,O) 
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in common. Thus two distinct components of m must intersect U in distinct 
components of U. Hence, our correspondence is set up as follows. 
Component of N t, extension to component of iVt, intersection with U. 
The fact that the conjugate of an elation is an elation implies that this 
correspondence is preserved by G. 
It will be convenient to represent U, and the restriction of G to U, more 
explicitly. Let us represent the afline points of U by ordered pairs (u, w) of 
elements of K = GF(p*). We can do this so that u = 0 corresponds to 
x = 0 in 71, w = 0 corresponds toy = 0, and u = w corresponds toy = X. 
The restriction G of G to U is then the set of nonsingular linear trans- 
formations (II, w) --c (aa + w/3, uy + y8), a, /3, y, 6 E GF(pa) such that the 
determinant is equal to 1. 
LEMMA 7. The group of elations in G having a giwen component of N as 
axk is tnznsitiwe on the other components of N. 
Proof. The mappings (u, w) --+ (u, uy + y) form a group of p* elations, 
transitive on the components of v different from u = 0. The p* - 1 
collineations of U which take the form (u, w) -+ (iw-l, wa) 0 # a E K all 
belong to G. The nonidentity elations on U with axis u = 0 are in just two 
conjugate classes with respect to these mappings. But G is a homomorphic 
image of G so that if& = I?-‘#& where i, & , and gt are restrictions to U of 
elements h, g, , and g, in G, then & = h-lg& and & is the restriction to U of 
h-lg&. That is, conjugate elements in G are the restrictions to U of conjugate 
elements of G. 
But G contains an element which acts as an elation on 71 with axis x = 0 
and also acts as an elation of U with axis Y = 0. This elation has f(p’ - 1) 
conjugates which also act as elations of 7~ with axis x = 0. But the group of 
elations with a given axis is an elementary abelianp group. In order to contain 
$(p-’ - 1) elements, the order of this group must be p’. 
Since U contains p8 + 1 components, N contains pa + 1 components. 
Hence, the group of elations with axis x = 0 is transitive on the remaining 
components. The group of elations with another component of N as axis is 
conjugate to the one with axis x = 0, so this result applies to all components 
of N. 
LEMMA 8. Let !III = {mat&es M 1 y = xikf is a component of N}. Then %R 
is an additive group. 
Proof. Suppose that B and C belong to 9Dz. The elation with axis x = 0 
which carriesy = 0 intoy = XB may be put in the form (x, y) -+ (x, xB + y). 
This carries y = XC into y = x(B + C) which must be a component of N. 
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LEMMA 9. G contains an element such that (x, y) - (-y, x) for each point 
(x, y) in 7r. 
Proof. Since the identity matrix I belongs to !VI, it follows from Lemma 8 
that --I belongs to 9JI. That is, y = -X is a component of IV. Furthermore, 
the correspondence between the representation (II, V) for the points of Cr and 
the points (x, y) of W @ W is preserved under the mappings in G, particularly 
those that induce elations on 7~ and Li with respective axes x .= 0 and I( = 0. 
Hence, the restriction ofy = --I to U must be v - --II. 
The group G contains an element x such that (II, C) - (v, -u). Note that x 
interchanges II = 0 with TJ = 0 and carries II .:: v into u = -v. Hence, x is 
the restriction of some element h of G which interchanges x y 0 withy = 0 
and carries y : x into y = --x. Thus, we can represent X in the form 
(x, y) -P (yB, --xB) for some nonsingular matrix B. 
Now if pr is the generating element pr : (x, y) --+ (X + y, y), then h-rp,h 
takes the form h-‘p,/\ : (x, y) -+ (x, -x + y). Let h-$,X = u-t. We have 
%:(“,Y)+(“,x+Y). 
Then ulp-rul takes the form (x, y) + (-y, x). 
LEMMA 10. G contains the mapping (x, y) --f (x - yA-l, y), where A is the 
matrix appearing in thegenerating element pz : (x, y) -+ (x, xA + y). 
Proof. First note that y = xA is a component of N. (This was originally 
written y = xu in coordinate notation). The collineation of Lemma 9 carries 
y = xA into y = -xA-‘. Thus y = -xA-1 is a component of N. 
Applying Lemma 7, G contains an elation with axis x = 0 which carries 
y =- 0 into y = -xA-I. This elation takes the form (x, y) -+ (x, --xA-1 + y). 
The inverse takes the form (x, y) - (x, xA-l + y). The conjugate of this last 
mapping with respect to the mapping of Lemma 9 is: (x, y) + (x - yA-‘, y). 
LEMMA 11. G contains the mapping (x, y) + (xA, yA-l). 
Proof. Let us be the collineation (x, y) + (x - yA-l, y) and recall 
P~:(x,Y)+@,xA +Y). 
Then p2uzp2 takes the form (x, y) + (-yA-l, xA). Now take the product of 
p2u2p2 with the mapping (x, y) 
. . 
-+ (y, -x), which IS the inverse of the one in 
Lemma 9. The result is the mapping (x, y) -+ (xA, yA-‘). 
LEMMA 12. The minimal polynomial for A is irreducible. If the minimal 
polynomial is of degree s, then there exists a Feld K* of order p’ such that, with 
the proper choice of basis for V, A is the same matrix that represents the truns- 
formation x --f xt in K*, where t is an element of the subjkld of order pa. 
Proof. We have already established that the net N contains p” + 1 
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parallel classes, so that the additive group !lJ of matrices in Lemma 8 contains 
p* elements. 
This was obtained indirectly from the root a of the minimal polynomial 
such that a satisfied an irreducible polynomial of degree s over F. Thus the 
minimal polynomial contains an irreducible factor of deg s. 
By Theorem 3, the linear transformation represented by A is regular and 
its order divides pr - 1. As argued before, this implies that the irreducible 
factors of the minimal polynomial all occur to the first power. 
(Note that a change of basis for V does not affect any of the earlier argu- 
ments). With the proper choice basis, A can now be put into the form where 
it consists of matrices A 1 ,..., A, running down the diagonal, where each 
Ai , i = l,..., K has a minimal polynomial which is an irreducible factor 
(over F) of the minimal polynomial for A. Correspondingly, we may write 
V = V, @ a.* @ V, where the restriction of A to Vi is given by Ai . If Ai has 
a minimal polynomial of degree si , then the dimension of Vi is equal to si . 
In particular let si = s. That is, suppose that the minimal polynomial for 
A, is precisely the irreducible polynomial over F which was satisfied by Z. 
By Theorem 3, y = xAi is a component of 7~ for every integer i. This result 
was obtained by noting that y = xAi is the image of either y = x or y = xA 
under what, in this context, is an element of G. Thus y = xAi is a component 
of N. 
We claim that 1, A,..., As-l form a basis for the additive group ‘9X. Suppose 
that 
a,1 + ,zIA + ... + CX,~A~-~ = 0 for some cys ,,.., a,ml EF = GF(p). 
Then 01s + ollAl + **. + 01,-~Ai-’ = 0, which contradicts the condition 
that the minimal polynomial for A, is of deg s. 
Since !JX contains exactly p* elements, it follows that every element of !DI 
may be written in the form 01s + orlA + *** + cyS-IAS-l. In particular, AS 
may be written in this form. This implies that the minimal polynomial for A 
is at most of deg s. Since it is assumed to have an irreducible factor of deg s, 
this implies that the minimal polynomial for A is irreducible of degree s. We 
now apply Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let n be a translation plane of order pr such that two distinct 
components of r are axes of nontrivial elations. Let G be the group generated by 
these elations. Then, if p > 3, 
(1) G is isomorphic to SL(2, pa) where s is some factor of Y. 
(2) 7~ contains a net N withp” + 1 parallel classes such that each component of 
N is the axis of p8 elations in G. The net N can be embedded in a Desarguesian 
plane of order pp. 
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(3) The union of the points an the components of N is equal to the union oj a 
set of Desarguesian subplanes of order p”. These subplanes are disjoint except for 
the zero vector and each one is invariant under G. 
Proof. Let n* be the Desarguesian afline plane coordinatized by the field 
K* of Lemma 12. Then the lines of N can be identified with the lines of ,r* 
which have their slopes in the subfield of order p* which contains the element 
t of Lemma 12. 
The net N contains the subplane of n* which is coordinatized by 
K = GF(p’). If the two given elations are represented in the forms 
(x, y) + (x + y, y) and (x, y) + (w, xt + y), then G induces SL(2, p’) on 
this subplane and acts faithfully on it. Hence, G is isomorphic to SL(2, pa). 
The rest of Theorem 4 is a consequence of the fact that G acts as a 
collineation group on X* and of the way it acts on the Desarguesian plane. 
REMARK. Theorem 4 raises several questions. The first question is 
whether there are any non-Desarguesian translation planes having the 
properties of the hypotheses in Theorem 4. The known ones having such 
elations are of characteristic two. See, for instance [6]. Note also that we have 
not proved that the group generated by all of the elations with finite axes is 
SL(2, p’) for some s. 
Note Ad&d in Proof: We have, since this was written, been able to construct planes 
of this type. We have been informed by Ch. Hering that he has been able to extend 
our results to the group generated by all elations with finite axes. 
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